Two Cases of Rapidly Growing Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma After Radioactive Iodine Therapy for Graves’ Disease


Abstract

We herein report two cases of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) after radioactive iodine therapy (RIT) for Graves’ disease (GD). Case 1: A 25-year-old man visited to our clinic. He had undergone RIT for GD at 23 years old. His thyroid function was severe hypothyroidism because of poor compliance of taking levothyroxine (LT4), and thyroid nodule was detected by neck ultrasonography (US). After his first visit, his compliance of taking LT4 maintained poor, then his thyroid nodule grew up from 7 mm to 12 mm for 9 months. Fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) was performed and the result of FNAB suggested PTC. Therefore, total thyroidectomy was done. Case 2: A 40-year-old woman was referred to our clinic for the treatment of PTC. She had also undergone RIT for GD at 34 years old. When she was 39 years old, a thyroid nodule was detected by neck US. Her compliance of taking LT4 was also poor, and the nodule grew up from 11 mm to 19 mm for 12 months. The result of FNAB was suggestive of PTC. Therefore, total thyroidectomy was done. In both two cases, thyroid nodular lesion could not be detected by neck US before RIT. In conclusion, we considered that this rapid growth of PTC in the irradiated thyroid gland may be induced by TSH stimulation, and that routine neck US should be continued after RIT for GD.
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Introduction

It is well known that radioactive iodine therapy (RIT) for Graves’ disease (GD) is a safe and useful treatment. It is also well known that the risk of RIT-induced thyroid cancer is not increased significantly [1]. In this paper, we report two cases of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) which shows rapid growth after RIT for GD.

Case Report

Case 1

A 25-year-old Japanese man presented at our clinic, because of his removal. Before he visited our clinic, he underwent RIT (administered 131-I dose: 223 Gy) for GD at 23 years old at T thyroid clinic. He became hypothyroidism soon after 131-I therapy, and had to take levothyroxine (LT4). However, his compliance of taking LT4 was poor. When he visited our clinic, he discontinued to take LT4. His thyroid function was as follows; TSH > 100 μIU/mL, free thyroxine (FT4) 0.97 ng/dL, and TSH receptor antibody (TRAb) (1st-generation assays) 51.2%. Despite severe hypothyroidism, his clinical manifestations were almost all normal and his other laboratory examinations also showed within normal limit. Neck ultrasonography (US) detected atrophic thyroid and a low echoic mass in the left lobe. The diameter of the nodule was 7 mm (Fig. 1A). The result of fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) from the nodule was indeterminate, but we did follow-up by neck US, and that routine neck US should be continued after RIT for GD, even if there is no tumor in the thyroid before RIT.

Case 2

A 40-year-old woman was referred to our clinic for the treatment of PTC. She had also undergone RIT for GD at 34 years old. When she was 39 years old, a thyroid nodule was detected by neck US. Her compliance of taking LT4 was also poor, and the nodule grew up from 11 mm to 19 mm for 12 months. The result of FNAB was suggestive of PTC. Therefore, total thyroidectomy was done. In both two cases, thyroid nodular lesion could not be detected by neck US before RIT. In conclusion, we considered that this rapid growth of PTC in the irradiated thyroid gland may be induced by TSH stimulation, and that routine neck US should be continued after RIT for GD.
Case 2

A 40-year-old Japanese woman was referred to our clinic for the surgery of PTC. She also underwent RIT for GD at 34 years old at T thyroid clinic. Administered 131-I dose was 183 Gy and her hyperthyroidism had been cured after RIT. She had to take LT4 because of hypothyroidism, but her compliance of taking LT4 was also poor. Her serum TSH level was often over normal range as shown in Figure 5 after RIT. When she was 39 years old, a low echoic mass was de-

Figure 1A (Case 1)

Figure 1B (Case 2)

Figure 1. The low echoic nodule in the atrophic thyroid showing relatively rapid growth.

Figure 2. A: The cytology suggesting PTC (Case 1); B: The histology showing PTC without poorly differentiated component (Case 1).
tected in the right atrophic thyroid lobe by neck US and the size of the nodule was 11 mm. After 12 months, the size of the nodule was increased up to 19 mm (Fig. 1B) and swollen lymph nodes were also detected in the central compartment. FNAB from the tumor indicated suggestive of PTC. Then, she was referred to our clinic. When she visited our clinic, her clinical manifestations were almost all normal and her laboratory data were also within normal limit. Her thyroid function was as follows; TSH 4.67 μIU/mL, FT4 1.25 ng/dL, TRAb (3rd-generation assays) 5.0 IU/L, thyroglobulin (Tg) < 0.1ng/mL, and antithyroglobulin antibody (TgAb) 463 IU/mL. Neck US showed a low echoic and irregular shaped mass, and FNAB at our clinic indicated PTC (Fig. 6A). Therefore, total thyroidectomy and lymph node dissection of central compartment was performed. The histological diagnosis was compatible with PTC (Fig. 6B). We also reviewed neck US done at T thyroid clinic before RIT, but we could not detect nodular lesion (Fig. 4B).

Discussion

In this paper, we reported two cases of PTC after RIT for GD. In general, it is believed that the risk of thyroid cancer is not
increased significantly. Ron E et al reported that among adult patients in the Cooperative Thyrotoxicosis Therapy Follow-up Study cohort treated with RIT for GD, a small increase of thyroid cancer mortality was observed. However, this is believed to reflect the nature of the underlying thyroid disease rather than being a consequence of RIT [1]. On the other hand, the increased risk of thyroid cancer after thyroid irradiation in childhood has been recognized [2]. Rivkees SA reported that if relatively high dose of 131-I was administered, the risk of thyroid cancer did not increased because of minimizing the persistence of residual thyroid tissue [3]. In fact, reported four cases of thyroid cancer in children after RIT were all treated with low doses of 131-I [4-9], and high dose of 131-I for children’s and adolescent’s GD would decrease

![Figure 5. TSH concentration was also maintained over normal range in almost all follow-up period. TRAb (3rd-generation) was measured twice in the follow-up period, and it was gradually decreased.](image1)

![Figure 6. A: The cytology suggesting PTC (Case 2); B: The histology showing PTC without poorly differentiated component (Case 2).](image2)
the risks of RIT-induced thyroid tumors [10]. These tendencies were observed not only in children and adolescents, but also in adults. Data from the Cooperative Thyrotoxicosis Therapy Follow-up Study suggested that the amount of residual thyroid tissue after RIT for GD plays an important role in determining the long-term risks of thyroid cancer in adults [11]. In this point of view, we considered that PTC of our two cases was not RIT-induced thyroid cancer, and was already existed micro cancer before RIT, because adequate high dose of 131-I was administered. It is difficult to detect thyroid micro cancers with GD, because the echogenicity of the thyroid of patients with GD is often heterogeneous. The heterogeneous echogenicity of the thyroid of our two patients shown by US made it difficult to detect micro PTC which was considered to be present before RIT.

There are many reports of PTC with GD, and the prognosis of PTC with GD is still controversial [12, 13]. Belfiore et al reported that TSH stimulation by TRAb may play a role in determining the high aggressiveness of thyroid cancer in GD patients [12]. On the other hand, some reports of Japanese populations suggested that PTC with GD in Japanese showed nonaggressive clinical features and good prognosis [13, 14]. Our cases showed relatively rapid growth of the size of PTC. There may be two explanations for the rapid growth. Firstly, in both cases, TSH was maintained in high range during the period before surgery, because of poor compliance of taking LT4. Zofan et al reported the possibility that there exists an increment in tumor size as a function of increment in the TSH level [15]. In addition, in both cases, TRAb was also detected to a certain extent (Fig. 3, 5). We considered that TSH stimulation to micro PTC due to serum TSH and TRAb might contribute to relatively rapid growth. Secondly, after RIT, it was considered that normal thyroid follicles became atrophic, but cancer cells persisted in the thyroid gland. The blood perfusion of PTC after RIT would increase disproportionately more than that before RIT, because the thyroid volume was decreased by RIT and the size of PTC was not affected by RIT. Therefore, we suggested that this disproportionately increased blood perfusion to PTC due to TSH stimulation influenced this relatively rapid growth of PTC. On the other hand, there are some reports of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma after RIT [16-18]. In these cases, RIT was performed for PTC, not for GD. Therefore, it was difficult to reflect these cases to our cases directly. However, in these cases, it was reported that RIT to the differentiated thyroid tumor plays a role in the transformation to an undifferentiated tumor due to p53 gene mutation. When the etiology of our cases was considered, this influence of RIT to preexisting PTC should be discussed. We could not detect undifferentiated or poorly differentiated component in the histology, suggesting that there was no dedifferentiation of preexisting PTC due to RIT in our cases.

We report two cases of rapid growing PTC after RIT for GD and discussed the pathophysiology. Although such occurrence is rare, routine neck US should be continued after RIT for GD, even if there is no tumor in the thyroid before RIT, because the heterogeneous echogenicity of thyroid due to GD makes it difficult to detect preexisting PTC. Further, PTC without poorly differentiated component may grow rapidly as shown in this report.
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